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For my last column, I would like to reflect
upon my service as your national SIPES
President. 

The first thing I would like to say is that
it has been an honor and a privilege for me
to serve the SIPES organization and mem-
bership in this capacity. SIPES is comprised
of first-class members and to be involved
in a leadership capacity has been a profes-
sional highlight. While serving in various
positions with SIPES throughout the years,
both on a local and national level, I have
been able to have the good fortune of
developing many new relationships.
Through my association in SIPES I have
been able to develop working contacts
with superb individuals on new projects in
areas that I am familiar with, and also in

areas that I have not had any prior expo-
sure. I have always been a proponent of
exposure and I feel much more comfort-
able knowing that the person I am dealing
with has high standards of ethics and pro-
fessionalism… a member of SIPES. Being a
member of SIPES also gives me the ability
of discussing projects that I or other SIPES
members are involved in, knowing that we
do not have to be concerned with any eth-
ical breach of trust, which is a unique thing
in these times! This freedom to discuss

(Continued on Page 20)
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A GGeological  CConservancyA GGeological  CConservancy
by Thomas E. Ewing, #1610

Frontera Exploration Consultants, San Antonio, Texas

H. Jack Naumann, Jr.

SummarySummary
In our rapidly developing world, preser-

vation of important geological features
and areas ("Geosites") for education and
research becomes more and more critical. I
propose that we consider a membership-
based ‘Geological Conservancy' on the
model of the Archaeological Conservancy
and the earlier stages of the Nature
Conservancy, to protect, preserve and help
interpret key geologic places and areas.
Such a group can focus donations of
money, land and expertise into efficient
activity, and maintain a ‘network of
experts' to assist in site protection, preser-

vation and development for teaching and
research purposes (interpretation). 

Why arWhy are Geosites Impore Geosites Important?tant?
Geological science began with the study

of rocks, features and processes at the
Earth's surface. Every earth scientist read-
ing this had a geological education that
included examination of rocks and
processes in the field, through field trips,
field camp, and thesis research. We may
have first acquired our passion for geo-
science through visiting these field occur-
rences. Even though many of us do not
actively use surface geological information

(Continued on Page 16)
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The following reports on national and environmental issues
were presented to the SIPES Board of Directors on April 27,
2009. Vice President of National Energy Bill Finley, authored the
Natural Resource Report. Houston Director Phil Martin sub-
mitted the Environmental Committee Report. The views and
opinions expressed are those of the authors. Some of the informa-
tion presented is in the public domain and is available from a
variety of sources; other references were selected by the authors,
and are noted on their reports. 

 NATIONAL ENERGY
If you have kept up with this series, you have seen us go

from euphoric to disillusioned. And now our favorite
Uncle is attempting to make it worse. In fact the current
proposals are in line with my fears expressed in the last
installment. I will repeat myself here, in case you missed it.
The following is from my January 2009 report.

“The issues discussed in this report emphasize the need for
long range thinking and planning we have already seen to
be in short supply. Not mentioned here is the report discus-
sion about the global warming initiative and its impact on
this planning. My primary concern is the potential for abuse
to our industry's infrastructure over this issue which could
make our contributions unviable economically, and continue
to frustrate any attempt to establish meaningful forward
thinking solutions to the problem.

As suggested elsewhere, massive investments in existing
infrastructure as well as exploration and research into new
technologies is required to stabilize the supply demand
issue. It is suggested that incentives could be necessary to
encourage such investments, but we must all be willing to
pay the real cost of these incentives. This cost appears to be
escalating daily as the world economy stagnates under the
burdens of the financial crisis continue to unfold. Where will
this money come from?  My fear is that there will be another
hunt for the guilty rather than an assessment of the problem
to find a solution.

If there is a lesson here, I suggest it is that the sequence of
recent events has pointed out the inevitability of a future
energy crisis. I am increasingly reminded of the fragile
nature of the planet we live on, and the dwindling access to
resources our burgeoning population demands from it. With
such a future, it is imperative that we find a way to work
together to solve our energy problems. I hesitate to consider
the consequences if we do not.”

As you can see, I need to get into the prognostication
business. Or if I'm going to be so accurate, I need to predict
some good news. Unfortunately I don't see any. So instead
of running to more statistics, I will keep this article to an
editorial format (they probably all were anyway).

As a brief recap (since this is my last report) we saw the
Department of Energy established in 1977 to address a
multitude of issues, only one of which attempted to miti-
gate our dependence on foreign oil. There were several
programs initiated and funded on a long term basis. And
our dependence on foreign oil was improved (assuming
you are supplying oil to this country) from 40% to 70%. So
much for the efforts of the DOE. Not much help there.

Then as the current financial crisis unfolded, the talk
centered on ways to increase domestic production. Things
like opening currently closed areas to drilling, increasing
incentives for conservation, and increased research for
alternative energy sources. But suddenly everyone is run-
ning out of money to use for research, the incentives only
work for you if you have the funds to spend, and the
drilling options are killed for lack of the proper environ-
mental assessments. Thus, nothing has changed again.

The IEA report (as mentioned in my January 2009 report)
on the World Energy Outlook 2008, predicted an impend-
ing energy crisis unless we (the collective world citizens)
invest in expanding production. Few (if any) with real
knowledge of the situation disagree with this assessment.
It turns out that the original charter for the IEA as an inter-
national organization is set up for the member states
(countries) to share resources in the event of another ener-
gy crisis, whether political or natural (Sort of like NATO).
However, it seems unlikely that Canada or any European
member country will be able to help the U.S. any more
than we could help them, as we are all already dependent
on each other and the same outside sources. None of us is
self sufficient enough to continue to supply the other.
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For instance, while Canada exports
significant quantities of hydrocarbons
to the U.S., they import supplies to
their east coast refineries to meet the
market demand there. Any disruption
would likely impact those refineries as
well, thus restricting their capacity to
fuel their economy, much less ours.
They recognize this truth and are con-
sidering running a pipeline from their
resources to their refineries. Thus,
they could contribute less to our ener-
gy needs in the future.

Which brings us to the distribution
on our own domestic production. I
only realized recently (as a conse-
quence of a disparity in gasoline
prices on the east coast, i.e., New
Jersey) that our refineries operate the
same way. It was cheaper to import
foreign oil to refine on the east coast
for that market than to run a pipeline
to carry our oil to our refineries. As a
consequence, the east coast refineries
had to use more expensive North Sea
oil for their gasoline, while our
domestic production (which exceeded
the demand from the Gulf Coast
refineries) was put in storage. This
decreased demand resulted in a low-
ering of prices for the domestic oil we
sold, while the foreign oil enjoyed the
higher price. Another unintended
consequence of our dependence on
foreign oil.

Where's the Oil?

So where does the oil come from
and where does it go? It turns out that
we are still #3 in productive capacity
behind Russia (#2) and Saudi Arabia
(#1) as illustrated in graph #1.

But as expected, we are #1 in con-
sumption, followed by China and
Japan as illustrated in graph #2.

And our excess needs are furnished
firstly by our closest trading partners
(you guessed it) Canada and Mexico,
as illustrated in graph #3.

So foreign imports (except for trade
imbalances) aren't necessarily the bad
thing we hear about in the press.

(Continued)
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The Coming Crisis

Believe it or not, the world is slowly
running out of conventional hydro-
carbon resources, and while we can
continue to explore and develop the
remaining reserves, they will be
increasingly expensive and politically
unstable. Canada's reserves are unbal-
anced by their tar sands which are not
economical in today's market and
pose serious environmental problems
and expense, thus reducing future
potential export capacity. If they also
connect their eastern market to their
reserves (remote in today's economy)
we would certainly see such a
decrease. Mexico's major fields are
experiencing severe declines, to the
point where they are considering
partnering with outside companies to
help revitalize their production. (This
should be a case study on the conse-
quences of running this business as a
nationalized entity.) And when their
economy turns around it will put
increased pressure on utilizing their
remaining reserves. Indonesia recent-
ly illustrated this point by dropping
out of OPEC because their internal
usage exceeded their productive
capacity.

Whatever we say about the current
circumstances, the world economy

will turn around and the consump-
tion of energy will resume. This can
only mean the next energy crisis will
be worse. And make no mistake about
it; there will be another energy crisis.
My biggest concern now is that it will
have been made far worse than it
need be due to the political wrangling,
posturing and interference being pro-
posed by the current administration.
(Dang, did it again.)

The Plot Thickens

This brings us to the current admin-
istrations imperative. Few disagree
that global warming and greenhouse
gasses pose a serious threat to the
future of the planet. But expecting the
energy industry to take full responsi-
bility and become the only source to
fund the solution is not forward
thinking and sidesteps the real issues.
The current emphasis is to reduce car-
bon dioxide emissions by switching to
renewable energy sources and mak-
ing the domestic energy industry
fund the process through increased
taxes and decreased incentives. They
are selling this idea as a way to
decrease our dependence on foreign
oil. That doesn't wash if you look at
the details.

The proposed elimination of incen-
tives like the Marginal Well Tax Credit

would potentially shut-in some
domestic production essentially
overnight. Repeal of the Enhanced Oil
Recovery Credit will postpone such
projects resulting in continued decline
in those fields that would benefit from
this technology. Repeal of the
Percentage Depletion and Expensing
of Intangible Drilling Costs would
increase project costs making some
already marginal deals uneconomic,
and removing such small reserves (the
realm of the independent) from future
consideration regardless of product
prices. Instead of decreasing depen-
dence, these actions would reduce
domestic production making us ever
more dependent, and consequently
less secure by making the future ener-
gy crisis more severe.

Except for the Enhanced Oil
Recovery Credit, the Exxons of our
industry will not be seriously affected
by these proposals. (I heard Exxon
promised to leave the country if these
proposals get passed.) For the inde-
pendents, many of us will just go out
of business, unless we have the time
and resources to learn and adapt to
the new business model.

But who is really to blame for the
problem? (I call it "the problem"
because it is bigger than just green-
house gasses or dependence on for-
eign oil.)

The Blame Game

Maybe it's the government (OK I'm
on a rant here, but bear with me).
Who keeps changing the rules just as
we figure out how to play the game (it
happens every time we change
administrations)? Who decided to
reduce dependence on foreign oil
after the '73 embargo, created the
DOE in '77 to do just that and failed to
make any headway since? Who insti-
tuted a tiered pricing system and
windfall profit taxes that only encour-
aged cheating and manipulation to
get around the regulations? Who
refused to increase fuel economy stan-
dards on the domestic automobile
industry and during the '08 crisis
admitted maybe they should have

(Continued)
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done so back then? And now who is
back at the trough pushing an agenda
to build an alternative energy supply
to reduce emissions and dependence
at the expense of the domestic indus-
try after failing to do so for 32 years?
And who will be taking over the
industry when we fail to meet their
goals because of their interference? If
it quacks like a duck…

Maybe it's Corporate America. How
does business work?  You create a bet-
ter mouse trap, and keep the competi-
tion out of the market as long as pos-
sible. The automobile industry in co-
operation with the oil industry did
just that in the early 20th century by
killing the electric car in favor of the
internal combustion engine. They
started with busses to replace mass
transit electric trolleys, and began a
revolution of mobility envied around
the world. There are currently 800 mil-
lion automobiles in the world, and we
expect to have 2 billion by 2025. The
auto makers and parts and service
industries have a vested interest in
continuing the tradition. But there is
no way the world has enough oil to
fuel that many cars and trucks, so they
will have to use a different fuel source.
This different source is not readily
available today and it is unlikely
today's cars would be able to use it
anyway. Assuming the auto industry
produces 100 million vehicles per year
(I don't know the real number and this
seems really high, but let's use it any-
way) then it would take 8 years to
replace the current world fleet from
the time such vehicles could be mass
produced, or maybe 20 years from
now. So corporations created the
problem in the interest of profits, and
it's gotten out of hand. But then the
same circumstance occurred with past
transitions of energy sources. Coal
replaced wood, and oil replaced coal
as the primary energy source. Each
past energy source became increasing-
ly expensive due to scarcity or danger-
ously polluting, until economics or the
public demanded a change. But the
old energy sources didn't disappear,
they are still with us continuing to add
to the pollution total.

Maybe it's Madison Avenue. A part
of the corporate structure, but they
are certainly responsible for selling
the public on owning a piece of the
American dream, like a shiny new fast
car. A dream some could say was cre-
ated by Hollywood. And then there
are the developers of suburbia and the
strip mall. But of course we had to
have the auto before we could live
someplace we didn't work, or drive to
the store for the groceries trucked in
from another country because they
aren't available locally anymore.

Maybe it's us. Are we responsible for
making the decision to want more and
to have to work harder to get it? Does
anyone really need a 500 hp sports car
to commute to work? Or a big pickup
that gets used a couple of times a
month as a truck to haul the garden
supplies? Do we really need all the
gadgets we have that use so much
energy? Business and Madison
Avenue continue to convince us that
we do, and we kept buying until we
ran out of money. 

Maybe it's technology. Technology is
advancing at an ever increasing pace,
and could soon out strip our ability to
keep up with it. I have already lived
through the vinyl record (I even had
45s), the 8-track, cassette, CD, and the
download (many of them are dupli-
cates of my old vinyl albums). I could
even put more tunes on my new cell
phone (yep, I'm on the fourth one and
it's already outdated) than I have in
my old vinyl collection. And in the
end we are supposed to have more
free time as these gadgets make life
simpler. But the reality is we are just
expected to do more with all this extra
time. Personally, I find I'm spending
most of that extra time just learning
how to use the new software neces-
sary to stay current with the technolo-
gy that has to be continuously updat-
ed to be able to run the latest software.
And all of this burns energy, and pol-
lutes the environment.

So where to lay the blame? It seems
to me that we all individually, collec-
tively (corporate culture), and politi-
cally should accept some if not equal
responsibility. I fear this is a near

impossibility, because it also seems to
me that we have been sold (and at
least some of us have bought into) the
notion that our problems are caused
by someone else. Thus, we have the
perpetual search for the guilty. This
search generally stops at the first sus-
pect and is seldom investigated past
that finding. And that doesn't really
matter, because now we know it isn't
our fault.

Spread the Pain

Are we ready to accept responsibili-
ty for our actions? I'm willing to share
the pain, but like most of us, I'm not
ready to carry the burden of the rest of
the sinners. (Just say no to socialism.)
So how do we share?

First, Washington needs to stop fish-
ing for the culprit and belly up to the
bar. Providing incentives to the indus-
try (instead of reducing them) would
allow for short-term maintenance and
possible increases to domestic produc-
tion lessening the impact of future oil
shocks. This short- term solution plays
out long-term also since it really is a
long-term business. This would most-
ly impact the independents since they
account for a big percentage of
domestic production anyway. After
all, Mr. Obama said he wouldn't hurt
the little guy (I think he was talking
about bankers). Then instead of using
taxes from big oil to get money for
alternatives, give these businesses
incentives to invest directly in that
technology (many already are since
they must see their long term survival
there). Does anyone (except potential
recipients) really expect the govern-
ment to collect and redistribute
resources (money) efficiently and
without waste (you know, like getting
water to thirsty people trapped in the
Superdome)? Then if these businesses
don't reinvest, the tax ax could still be
applied. That ax has been around a
long time as it is.

Second, provide incentives and
assistance to the auto industry
(assuming they can survive as a
nationalized entity) to finally produce
fuel-efficient vehicles (pass the new 

(Continued)
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standards and make them apply to
imports and trucks as well) and begin
production. China has realized the
need for electric vehicles and is
launching incentives for production.
(New York Times, by Keith Bradsher,
April 1, 2009) TIANJIN, China —
Chinese leaders have adopted a plan
aimed at turning the country into one
of the leading producers of hybrid
and all-electric vehicles within three
years, and making it the world leader
in electric cars and buses after that.
The goal, which radiates from the
very top of the Chinese government,
suggests that Detroit's Big Three,
already struggling to stay alive, will
face even stiffer foreign competition
on the next field of automotive tech-
nology than they do today.) Fix it so
our auto companies can compete even
if they have to be subsidized. Since we
already subsidize the ethanol,
agribusiness, solar/wind research, and
many other industries, why not bat-
teries and the electric car and the
hydrogen fuel cell?

Third, tax the users, not the
providers. We are already taxed on
gasoline at both the federal and state
levels. There is talk of implementing a
way to tax mileage because people are
switching to more fuel-efficient vehi-
cles and using less gas, thus decreas-
ing revenues for roads while not
decreasing road usage. Many states
have vehicle inspection standards. It
should be easy to implement proce-
dures to report the type of vehicle and
miles driven between test periods for
inclusion on income tax filings for
taxes to be paid. Thus if you pollute or
drive a gas guzzler, you pay more.
This plus other incentives to purchase
fuel-efficient vehicles would facilitate
the switch to the next generation of
automobile. Replacing the current
fleet (remember the 800 million) can't
happen if the current owners can't
afford the replacement cost. And the
argument that these taxes would
unfairly impact the poor doesn't work,
since government has already shown
it is willing to do this by passing
increased taxes for tobacco and alco-
hol. Everyone will end up paying

extra anyway, whether through
passed on costs or as direct taxes.

Start a concerted conservation
effort. Make the national speed limit
55 mph. Provide new and maintain
current incentives for individuals to
conserve and convert to different
energy sources. Most people don't
invest in many of these incentives
because they don't go far enough.
Take the tax credit for hybrid vehicles
for instance. When you compare the
numbers, the fuel cost saving of a
hybrid wouldn't pay out the cost dif-
ference of the hybrid for more years
than you are likely to own the car, so
you don't save any money, you just
get to feel green. The tax incentives
only make it a break even deal.

This could go on forever. The point
is there are other ways to accomplish
the goals other than injury to a viable
American industry. We import 70% of
the oil we use, and transportation uses
70% of the oil we use (not import,
use). Transportation accounts for
about 25% of our contributions to car-
bon dioxide emissions. There are far
worse polluters out there.
Researching alternative energy
financed by taxes on the oil and gas
industry and distributed by a govern-
ment bureaucracy isn't going to
reduce auto pollution or our depen-
dence on foreign oil; we have to
change the fleet, and that could best
be accomplished by giving industry
the incentives and capacity for a
smooth transition to the new technol-
ogy, and providing the driver/owners
with the incentive and ability to
switch.

Let's share the pain.

 ENVIRONMENTAL REPORT
Some dangerous trends being pur-

sued at the national level are playing
roulette with the U.S. economy and
threatening our planet despite their
stated intention. In an alarming esca-
lation of green power hysteria, the
EPA has ruled that CO2 is a dangerous
pollutant. Never mind that this inert
gas is an integral part of our atmos-
phere and necessary to plant life from
which most of our life-sustaining oxy-
gen derives. 

The largest contributor to green-
house gas effect is water vapor, which
accounts for about 95% of the planet's
total versus 3.5% for CO2. Calculations
of CO2's effect often leave off water
vapor in order to make the percentage
effect of CO2 appear greater by con-
sidering only a small piece of the pie.
Only 3.2% of atmospheric CO2 is
man-made, so complete elimination of
the man-made portion would leave
96.8% of CO2 remaining. The bottom
line is that total victory would yield
only a .112% reduction of the earth's
total greenhouse effect, resulting in
too small a change to even be detect-
ed. 

The EPA's politically-driven ruling
lights the fuse on a huge array of taxes
and regulation that they will impose
on our economy with almost unlimit-
ed power through the 1970 Clean Air
Act. The rule empowers the EPA to
require standards of its choosing in a
manner whereby, in the exact words
of the legislation "costs cannot be con-
sidered." The Clean Air Act requires
that the EPA regulate all major sources
of emissions, including "any building,
structure, facility or installation."
Stringent new regulations will be
imposed on thousands of currently
unregulated businesses by an agency
which admits that permits take an
average of 866 hours to prepare and
301 hours to process. This will stifle
business and flow down to the con-
sumer in the form of much higher
prices.

Meanwhile, oblivious to regulatory
mandates, greenhouse gases mix and
air circulates around the globe. CO2

generated in China is no different
than that from say Iowa.  Even if Iowa
could reduce its emissions significant-
ly, it has no control over the ambient
air in the atmosphere. Under the new
laws of the land the EPA will be
required to severely punish Iowa and
every other state for non-compliance,
regardless of the source and of the
resulting economic effect.

EPA Administrator Lisa Jackson
gleefully declined to follow historical

(Continued)
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precedent and include actual regula-
tions with the recent ruling, reserving
the choice of details entirely to her dis-
cretion. She stated that she would first
go after cars and trucks, putting addi-
tional pressure on the auto manufac-
turers who are consuming billions of
taxpayer dollars. Of course carbon
emissions from transportation are no
different than those from coal-fired
power plants. Transportation is
responsible for 28% of U.S. emissions
whereas electrical generation pro-
duces 34%. When the hammer drops
on electricity almost every aspect of
our lives will be more expensive. At
least it may result in increased use of
nuclear and natural gas, the clean,
affordable and abundant source of
clean energy. 

Next in line are cap-and-trade taxes.
This will obviously give manufactur-
ers in less restrictive countries like
China a further competitive advan-
tage to go with their cheaper labor.
The end result is that there will be a
migration of companies to less restric-
tive locations and a greater percentage
of goods will be produced in countries
where the associated carbon emis-
sions are higher per unit, resulting in
much greater carbon emissions into
the earth's atmosphere. This double
whammy would hurt almost all U.S.
exporters and importers, and attempts
to level the playing field by imposing
trade tariffs would violate U.S. obliga-
tions to the World Trade Organization
and result in a trade war with a stun-

ning impact on the worldwide econo-
my. Prices would skyrocket and torpe-
do the desperately needed worldwide
economic recovery.

Meanwhile, and not to be men-
tioned in public, but the global warm-
ing demon seems to be retreating. For
the first time in a century, the sun
recently went for two months without
a single sunspot and solar wind, a
supersonic stream of charge particles
emitted from the sun, fell to a mini-
mum. The solar wind is now weaker,
cooler and less dense than it has been
for 50 years according to reports on
new data retrieved from the NASA-
European solar probe Ulysses which
has been orbiting the sun from 37 mil-
lion miles out and gathering data for
17 years. 

Why does this matter? First, the sun
is our planetary heater that allows the
habitation of our planet and when
that radiation goes down so does our
temperature. Secondly, solar wind
tends to block cosmic rays which seed
cloud formation. The recent reduction
in solar wind has allowed a large
increase in cosmic radiation and
increased cloud formation, with an
obvious insulating and cooling effect
on our planet. 

As in the 1970s, the next global scare
could be global cooling, which would
have a much more negative effect on
the world's food supply and cost of
shelter than warming. At that oppo-
site extreme, people may one day find
ourselves worrying more about, than

for, polar bears. Concern about global
warming should be tempered with
the knowledge that the last two signif-
icant periods of global warming
occurred during (i) the height of the
Roman Empire and (ii) the
Renaissance, when human growth
and culture flourished. Periods of
cooling are more associated with dis-
ease, pestilence, and famine. No
doubt our wise and enlightened lead-
ers in Washington, D.C. would come
up with a way to further enrich them-
selves and tax those too. 

The media fixates on the potential
harm from global warming but seems
oblivious to the costs to be borne to
reduce it. Last year's multinational
convocation of many of the world's
top economists at the Copenhagen
Consensus Center studied the way to
best use the world's finite wealth to do
the most good. The rich countries'
cause celebre, mitigation of global
warming, came in at 29th on the list.
The costs of mitigating climate change
would be enormous for what would
be speculative benefits. The experts
endorsed research on new technolo-
gies, and recommended avoiding the
punitive reduction of overall growth
that would be the obvious result of
cap-and-trade taxes. The media would
have their greatest beneficial impact
on the planet and its inhabitants'
health by focusing on this, rather than
the current trend of blaming every-
thing on carbon. 
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1st Prize — $500

Bob Cowdery
Wichita, KS

2nd Prize — $250

Charlie Kosarek
San Antonio, TX

Bob Cowdery
Wichita, KS

3rd Prize — $100

William Craig
Lafayette, LA

Jim Caylor
Oklahoma City, OK

Arden Anderson
Lafayette, LA

Mike Austin
Broomfield, CO

2009 SIPES Foundation No Hassle Raffle Winners
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FORT WORTH
The chapter met on January 19 for

lunch at the Fort Worth Petroleum
Club. Jimmy Thomas, #2710, presi-
dent of Nagual Exploration LLC in
Decatur, Texas was the speaker, and
the topic was "The Maturing of the
Barnett Shale." The Barnett Shale play
has experienced an extensive period
of growth over the past several years.
But these days, the decline of natural
gas prices has suppressed exploration
budgets, the drilling rate, and leasing.
Looking at current lease positions and
the time remaining on those leases, it
seems unlikely that the declining
drilling rates will be able to hold all
the leased acreage. These conditions
will cause some companies to leave
the basin, especially in uneconomic
areas. Future gas prices could remain
low for several years by many esti-
mates. Opportunities for farm-outs,
production and lease sales will
increase in the future. A combination
of lower drilling and operating costs

along with using optimum technolo-
gies for the area can turn uneconomic
areas into profitable projects.

Barnett Shale wells in south Parker
County will be evaluated to see how
changing completion techniques have
evolved over the past several years.
The personal drilling of over fifty ver-
tical wells and ten horizontal wells
provides an enormous amount of data
from a limited area in the Barnett
Shale. An understanding of gas price
cycles and gas field business cycles are
necessary to understand the econom-
ics of the basin's future development.
Independents and consultants alike
must adapt to changing economic
conditions to remain competitive in
this industry. Jimmy Thomas also pre-
sented this paper at the 2009 SIPES
Convention.

In February, our chapter met at the
Flying Saucer in downtown Fort
Worth for a social in the late afternoon
on February 26. There was no speaker.
Instead, chapter members visited with
each other, and with guests that chap-
ter members brought to the gathering,
about their various activities.
Approximately twenty-five members
and guests attended the event, includ-
ing some members from the Dallas
Chapter who were invited to the
social. 

The chapter met on March 27 for
lunch at the Blue Mesa Grill on
University Avenue near Texas
Christian University. The speaker was
Richard G. (Dick) Boyce, who is a

principal of dB, LLC Petroleum
Advisors located in Dallas. Dick's topic
was "Pinon Field Study: Implications
for Texas Overthrust Natural Gas
Exploration." The talk was a case his-
tory of the discovery and develop-
ment of Pinon Field located south of
Fort Stockton in Pecos County in West
Texas. Though discovered in 1981,
major development of the field really
started in 2001 with a drilling and
completion program initiated by Riata
Energy and successor SandRidge
Energy. Over 600 wells have now
been drilled, and the estimated ulti-
mate recovery of the field now
exceeds 5 TCF. Dick discussed not only
the field development, but also the
exploration along the Ouachita Trend
that has been sparked by the develop-
ment. Approximately thirty SIPES
members and guests attended the
talk. 

Jamie RRobertson
Chairman
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January luncheon speaker Jimmy
Thomas of Nagual Exploration.

Dick Boyce, guest speaker at the March
meeting.

SAN ANTONIO
For January 2009, the guest speaker

was Thomas E. Ewing, #1610, of
Frontera Exploration Consultants in
San Antonio, Texas, who presented “A
Geological Conservancy.” This topic is
also the subject of the key article for
the May SIPES Quarterly (Please see
page 1). Dr. Ewing proposed the cre-
ation of a membership-based geologi-
cal conservancy on the model of

the Archaeological Conservancy
and the earlier states of the Nature
Conservancy.

The speaker for February was
Jimmy D. Thomas, #2710, president of
Nagual Exploration LLC, and the
topic was “The Maturing of the
Barnett Shale and New
Opportunities.” This presentation was
also given at the 2009 SIPES
Convention and is available on DVD
from the SIPES Foundation Earth
Science Film Library.

The March speaker was Frank G.
Cornish, #3128, president of Imagine
Resources, LLC in Corpus Christi,
Texas. The topic was “Discovery and

Development of the Lower Wilcox,
SW Speaks Field, Lavaca County,
Texas.” The presentation featured
more insight into the depositional
environment of and the most recent
exploration methodology used to tar-
get the Lower Wilcox.

Gerald R. Baum, #3172, is a new
member of the San Antonio Chapter.
Welcome aboard Gerald!

J. LL. JJones
Chairman
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DENVER
On January 22, the Denver Chapter

of SIPES began its 2009 speaker series
at the Wynkoop Brewery with a pre-
sentation from fellow chapter member
Jim Applegate, #2746. The title of his
talk, co-authored by Jim Pritchard,
was "Use of Onshore Electrical
Methods in Exploration." Jim ex-
plained that in recent years electric
methods have been widely used by
major oil companies in marine explo-
ration, but the technique is now also
being applied effectively to the
onshore arena. Citing examples from
West Virginia, Wyoming and the
Williston Basin, he reviewed the sta-
tus and application of electrical meth-
ods in solving onshore exploration
and development problems that are of
special interest to the independent.
For instance, electrical methods can be
employed to map gross structural ele-
ments; this can be very useful in delin-
eating fracture trends within a field.
Jim also addressed the situations and
rock types electrical methods may
work best in as well as cost-effective-
ness relative to 3-D seismic methods. 

On February 26, Peter Varney from
Metropolitan State College in Denver
spoke on "The Dakota Formation of
the Chama Basin in New Mexico."

Outcrops of the Dakota along U.S.
Highway 84 northwest of Ghost
Ranch and at Heron Dam just south of
Chama, New Mexico record the initial
incursions of the Western Interior
Seaway into the Chama Basin. Peter's
studies show that the Dakota
sequence contains three depositional
sequences separated by unconformi-
ties. Using outcrop gamma ray logs,
our speaker demonstrated how those
Dakota sequences correlate within the
outcrop areas as well as to well logs as
far as forty-four miles from the stud-
ied outcrops. His studies also indicate
that the sequence variations within
the Dakota may govern hydrocarbon
distribution in the subsurface. 

Twenty SIPES members braved
Denver's first blizzard of the season on
March 26 to hear S. Parker Gay, Jr.,
from Applied Geophysics, Inc. speak
on the "Relationship of Reactivation
Tectonics to Hydrocarbon Explo-
ration." Parker's twenty-seven years of
studies have focused on employing
aeromagnetic techniques in the map-
ping of sedimentary basins within the
United States. By integrating aero-
magnetic data with all other surface
and subsurface data, he concludes
that nearly all deep-seated faults that
penetrate the sedimentary cover are

reactivated basement faults. Parker
further concludes that the position of
nearly all common geologic features
such as anticlines, domes, and side
stepping faults, can be explained by
reactivation tectonics. Reactivation of
basement faulting zones also helps
explain the origin of regional jointing
in the sedimentary cover and the rela-
tionship between jointing, fracturing
and regional lineaments.

David RRead
Secretary



LAFAYETTE
The Lafayette Chapter's first meet-

ing of 2009 was held on January 14 at
the Petroleum Club of Lafayette. Jack
Drake was our guest speaker. He is a
financial advisor with UBS Financial
Services. Jack spoke about his view of
the recent financial crisis, as well as his
area of expertise, index funds. Jack is a
graduate of The Citadel and an army
veteran. He has spent over thirty-nine
years as a financial advisor, with the
last fifteen years at UBS Financial
Services.

Our February meeting was very
well attended. Our guest speaker was
Tokes Adoun, Land Technical Profes-
sional for Halliburton Gulf of Mexico
Production Enhancement. Mr. Adoun
gave us an overview of frac applica-

tions and techniques, propant tech-
nology, job sizes and costs, and case
histories in the Gulf Coast. With the
recent interest in resource plays across
the United States, and the frac jobs
related to these completions, this pre-
sentation was very informative to
those of us who have not used these
stimulus techniques during our
careers.

Steve Anderson, #2632, fellow
SIPES member and local consulting
geophysicist, was the featured speak-
er at our March meeting. Steve's talk
was entitled, "Section 28 Field
Redevelopment, New PUD Opportu-
nities for a Choppy Market." Steve is a
principal with Penta Resources which
is currently engaged in the Section 28
Field. He has worked for Unocal,
Quintana and Flores and Rucks with

consulting clients that include
Petroquest, Petsec, Petrogulf, Reef and
Mandalay. A graduate of the Colorado
School of Mines with a B.S. in geo-
physical engineering, Steve also
attended the University of Louisiana
at Lafayette in the geology master's
program. During his presentation,
Steve showed us how a mature field
was worked with the latest seismic
technology to develop new prospects
that otherwise would not have been
recognized by subsurface work alone.
This case study was truly inspirational
to all of us that continue to try and
earn a living by attempting to come
up with new prospects in a very
mature basin.

David BBieber
Secretary/Treasurer



IN MEMORIAMIN MEMORIAM

We regret to note the passing of 
the following members:

Richard S. Guenther, Jr., #916
of Midland, Texas

who died on February 26, 2009


Lorin J. Rulla, #558
of Midland, Texas

who died on April 26, 2009


Colles C. Stowell, #1245
of Manchester, Massachusetts
who died on August 30, 2008
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AA USTINUSTIN
Chairman: Ward Davenport
V-Chrmn:
Secretary:
Treasurer: Dwight Cassell
Meets: The County Line 

(On the Hill)
1st Thursday

CORPUS CHRISTICORPUS CHRISTI
Chairman: Patrick Nye
V-Chrmn: Stephen Thomas
Secretary: David Desenberg
Treasurer: Duncan Chisholm
Meets: Town Club

Last Tuesday of month

DD ALLALL AA SS
Chairman: Terry O’Hare
V-Chrmn: Doug Essler
Secretary: Mike Taylor
Treasurer: Keith Brownlee
Meets: Dallas Petroleum Club

3rd Tuesday

DENVERDENVER
Chairman: Jim Applegate
V-Chrmn: Connie Knight
Secretary: Dave Read
Treasurer: Tom Stander
Meets: Wynkoop Brewing Co.

4th Thursday

FORT WORTHFORT WORTH
Chairman: James Robertson
V-Chrmn: James Robertson
Secretary: TBA
Treasurer: TBA
Meets: Variable locations

Variable dates

HOUSTONHOUSTON
Chairman: Mark Gregg
V-Chrmn: Steve Hartzell
Secretary: Paul Babcock
Treasurer: Glen Pankonien
Meets: Petroleum Club

3rd Thursday

LL AFAFAAYETTEYETTE
Chairman: Ellis Guilbeau
V-Chrmn: Johnny Walker
Secretary/
Treasurer: David Bieber

Meets: Petroleum Club
2nd Wednesday

MIDLMIDL ANDAND
Chairman: David Overton
V-Chrmn: Tom Wilson
Secretary: Don Eckerty
Treasurer: Robert Wynne
Meets: Midland Country Club

3rd Wednesday

NEW ORLEANSNEW ORLEANS
Chairman: Louis Lemarie’
V-Chrmn: Mike Fein
Secretary: Al Baker
Treasurer: Reese Pinney
Meets: Andrea’s Restaurant

3rd Tuesday

OKLOKL AHOMA CITYAHOMA CITY
Chairman: Tom Rowland
V-Chrmn: James Jackson
Secretary: Mike Pollok
Treasurer: Victor Cooper
Meets: The Petroleum Club

Bank One Bldg., 35th Floor
1st Wednesday

SAN ANTONIOSAN ANTONIO
Chairman: J. L. Jones
V-Chrmn: Joe Smith
Secretary/
Treasurer: Joe Finger

Meets: Petroleum Club
3rd Thursday

SIPES CChapter MMeeting IInformation

Chapter NNews CContinued
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Chapter NNews CContinued

MIDLAND
Our monthly chapter meetings con-

tinue to be held at Midland Country
Club on the third Wednesday of the
month. Our program for January was
presented by Richard Erdlac, Jr. His
presentation, “The Generation of
Hydrothermal Energy from Aban-
doned Oil and Gas Wells” was well-
received. Dr. Erdlac has been associat-
ed with the UTPB Center for Energy
& Economic Diversification. He has a
Ph.D. in geology from the University
of Texas at Austin. He presently con-
ducts oil, gas, and geothermal investi-
gations as a consultant through Erdlac
Energy Consulting (EEC). His presen-
tation indicated which basins are most
likely to produce commercial geother-
mal energy. He discussed both the cri-
teria that need to be satisfied and the
results and status of a previous pilot
project.

Our February meeting was our
annual Spouse’s Night. Members and
spouses/guests enjoyed an excellent
dinner at Midland Country Club.
Happy hour and dinner entertain-
ment was provided by a guitarist who
was followed by a DJ. Several couples
took the opportunity to brush-up on
their dancing. We also introduced our
incoming officers, and we recognized
and thanked the outgoing officers.
Officers for 2009-10 are J. David

Overton (chairman), Tom Wilson
(vice chair), Don Eckerty (secretary),
W. Robert Wynne (treasurer), and Tom
Gentry (past chairman). We are also
proud to have national officers Jack
Naumann and Marc Maddox on our
Board of Directors.

Our March meeting program was
presented by George S. Johnson,
#2724, the founder and president of
Sunshine Exploration Company in
Amarillo, Texas. George holds B.S. and
M.S. degrees in geology from West
Texas State University, and he is a for-
mer national president of SIPES. His

talk was titled “Turning Water into
Oil, Hartley County, Texas.” The talk
outlined the history of the develop-
ment of a major oil field (Southeast
Lathem Field) from conception of the
idea, through the twists and turns of
selling the deal, obtaining the acreage,
and drilling the 320 BOPD discovery
well. George updated us on how the
field has developed, and what is still
being learned as development contin-
ues. 

Don EEckerty
Secretary



Arlen and Betty Edgar at the annual
Spouse’s Night dinner.

Carol and David Overton,
incoming chapter chairman,
at the Midland Country Club
in February.

Attending a Houston Chapter/SPEE joint
luncheon are (L to R) Midland Chapter
Directors Jack Naumann and Marc Maddox
with Marc’s daughter, Lindsay Patton, a
reservoir engineer with Kinder Morgan 
in Houston.
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HOUSTON
On Wednesday, January 7, SPEE co-

hosted an annual joint luncheon
meeting with SIPES. The presentation
by John Lee entitled “Modernization
of SEC O&G Reporting Require-
ments” was extremely timely as the
SEC, on December 29, adopted new
definitions and disclosure require-
ments. This meeting was sold out
(280+) with numerous walk-ins being
turned away. In addition, SIPES-
Houston membership had a chance to
visit with the SIPES National Board of
Directors as their meeting in Houston
coincided with our luncheon. 

The current SEC reporting require-
ments for the oil and gas industry
have been in effect since the early
1980s. The SEC had recognized that
due to technology improvements in
estimating oil/gas-in-place values/-
recovery factors, as well as the
growth, efficiency and improvement
of spot markets and transportation
capabilities, which also made new
resources economic, that the reporting
criteria should be updated. The SEC
went out to the public to solicit ideas
and comments toward their revamp-
ing effort for the requirements. These
comments reinforced and advanced
previous ideas as well as added new
considerations.

Major changes in the SEC reporting
regulations allow producers to use a
12-month average price in calculating
their reserves. This average replaces
the single-day, end-of-year price that
had been in place. This average price
should reduce the effects of short-
term volatility and seasonality.
Another major change is that the cur-
rent “Certainty” criterion for proved
undeveloped reserves (PUDs) has
been changed to a “Reasonable
Certainty,” which can affect acreage
beyond the immediate vicinity of
existing wells. 

The definition of reserves (including
Probable and Possible) and resources
has been modified to bring into
account degrees of “Certainty” and
probabilistic understanding. New dis-
closures are in effect to account for

non-traditional resources including
Unconventional Resources. These
include bitumen, gas/oil shale, syn-
thetic hydrocarbons (from bitumen,
shale and coals), as well as coalbed
methane.

Another significant improvement in
the new rules is that the SEC is now
allowing utilization of modern tech-
nologies in the establishment of
reserve estimates. Dr. Lee indicated
that new technologies (including pro-
prietary ones), if they are demonstrat-
ed to be reliable, may be utilized. The
new rules also recognize the possibili-
ty of future, as yet unspecified tech-
nology. There would be a burden with
the modern and future technologies
that would need to include sufficient
disclosures that provide a basis for the
“reliability” of reserve reporting. Dr.
Lee’s presentation and the new rules
are posted on Houston’s SIPES web-
site and the new rules can also be
accessed through the link
http://www.sec.gov/rules/final/2008/33
-8995.pdf .

Our continuing education seminar,
originally scheduled for September
2008, but postponed due to Hurricane
Ike, was held on January 12, 2009 at
the Marathon Petroleum conference
center. Thanks are due to the ten
speakers who adjusted their sched-
ules to participate in the rescheduled
event. The following is a list of the
speakers: Stephen Trammel, Janet
Combes, Nicki Atkinson, William
DeMis, Phil Martin, Janok
Bhattacharya, Shan Shanmugam,
Richard Adams, Ron Harris, and Ron
Nelson.

At our February monthly technical
meeting, seventy-five attendees heard
Robert M. (Bob) Tessari, president and
CEO of Turnkey E&P Inc. present
“Drilling with Casing Reduces
Formation Damage, Enhances
Production.” Bob began by defining
drilling with casing technology which
traces back to early patents in 1929.
This technology allows an operator to
“case” their well as they drill it into the
ground. In effect, the casing becomes
the drill string which is lowered into
the ground as the bit cuts a new hole.
The bit and other tools are pumped
down to the base of casing and locked
into place. As the bit drills, the hole is
reamed and the casing is drilled
down, until the well reaches total
depth. When a bit dulls, it can be
retracted, retrieved and replaced. As
the casing is drilled into the ground, it
has the effect of smearing or plaster-
ing the cuttings and wall cake and
sealing off formations that have been
penetrated. This smearing eliminates
formation damage due to minimal
invasion and tends to strengthen the
wellbore. This can also allow an oper-
ator to eliminate casing strings and
drill lost circulation zones. Other
advantages include increased well
control and safety, borehole stability,
less trip time, increased production
and your casing always gets to the
depth that you drill to. Because of the
small, casing - borehole annulus, well
control is enhanced as a slight increase
in mud pump pressure can have a
large impact on ECD at the bit. 

(Continued)

Technical Program Chairman Scott Daniel
(L) with February guest speaker Bob Tessari.

The continuing education seminar in
January.
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Several case histories were present-
ed that demonstrated increased value
creation through drilling with casing.
In one South Texas Stratton Field
drilling program, drilling time was
reduced from fifteen days to seven
days, and the average well IP’s and
EUR was increased three-fold. There
are numerous future challenges and
potential upside related to further
development of this technology.
These include enhancements to the
equipment that would allow for adap-
tion to any standard drilling rig as
well as the potential for underbal-
anced drilling with casing technology. 

On Thursday, March 19, Norman S.
Neidell, #2197, presented his talk
titled “Case Study - Highest Possible
Resolution (HPR) Stratigraphic
Imaging of a Deep Reef Platform.”
Norman also showed two other case
studies. Dr. Neidell set the stage by
revisiting the ingredients of what goes

into the “seismic visibility” that we
have available to us when we analyze
seismic data. We have very little con-
trol over most of the parameters such
as geometry, reflection contrast, sig-
nal/noise, depth and bandwidth.
However, with this HPR approach, we 
do have the ability to control and dis-
play the dynamic range of the seismic

data. When holographic principles are
applied to seismic imaging, one can
produce more bandwidth and higher
resolution which yields significant
clarity to the interpretation process. 

Inversion displays of velocity, utiliz-
ing extended dynamic visual color for-
mats can readily discern previously
unrecognizable events. We now have
the ability to “see” reflections that rep-
resent time sequence boundaries, as
well as stratigraphic lithologies and
inference of depositional energy. This
data can aid significantly in our inter-
pretations. Norman presented several
examples, including a 3D case study
over a Sligo/Edwards reef which
demonstrated particular insight into
this high-velocity, consolidated litho-
logic unit. 

Paul BBabcock
Secretary
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NEW ORLEANS
At our luncheon meeting on January

20, Eric Smith presented his talk enti-
tled “A Review of the EIA’s Annual
Energy Outlook.” Mr. Smith is with
the A. B. Freeman School of Business
at Tulane University and also serves as
the associate director of the Tulane
Energy Institute, an economic
research unit that focuses on energy
issues impacting the Gulf Coast
region. Professor Smith addressed the
outlook for oil and gas over the next
two years, and how operations in
Louisiana may appear at the end of
that time frame. Based upon EIA stud-
ies, there will be an expected nation-
wide 2% decline in Gross Domestic
Product. The results of which suggest
that the predicted average price of oil
for 2009 is $41.29 per barrel and for
2010 is $52.59 per barrel. The predict-
ed average wellhead price for natural
gas for 2009 is $4.99 per mmbtu and
for 2010 is $5.70 per mmbtu.
Unconventional natural gas produc-
tion led by shale gas is expected to
provide the majority of growth in the
nation’s natural gas supply. As a

result, LNG imports could decline
from 16% to 3% of the total gas sup-
ply. Growth in electricity use will con-
tinue to slow as a result of flat indus-
trial usage versus a mild increase in
residential and commercial usage.
There will also be a shift in the vehicle
population away from SUV/light
trucks back toward cars, with mild
and full hybrid vehicle systems begin-
ning to dominate new vehicle sales.

SIPES New Orleans Chapter mem-
ber Arthur Johnson, #3153, was the
speaker at our luncheon meeting on
February 17. Art is a petroleum geolo-
gist with 31 years of diverse industry
experience in exploration and produc-
tion. He is currently president and
chief of exploration for Hydrate
Energy International and is engaged
in hydrate exploration efforts
throughout the world. Art’s talk was
entitled “The Development Path for
Hydrate Natural Gas” which was a
follow-up to his article that was pub-
lished in the November 2008 issue of
the SIPES Quarterly (“Gas Hydrate –
An Emerging Energy Resource”). Like
most conventional hydrocarbon reser-
voirs, commercial hydrate develop-

ment requires high concentrations of
hydrate in porous and permeable for-
mations. A focused exploration effort
based upon geological and deposi-
tional characteristics is needed that
addresses hydrate as part of the larger
petroleum system. Subject to the right
economic conditions, this exploration
effort could lead to drilling on proper-
ly identified prospects and subse-
quent commercial development in
less that a decade.

The March 17 luncheon meeting
guest speaker was Chester Young
with Baker Hughes Inteq who pre-
sented “Log Examples for Geologists
and Engineers.” Extraordinary techni-
cal advances have occurred in logging
equipment and services over the past
eighty years which have resulted in a
wide variety of available downhole
data. Mr. Young’s presentation updat-
ed the audience on the current status
of the well logging industry with
modern examples from various “log-
ging while drilling” and “wireline”
surveys. 

Al BBaker
Secretary



SIPES member Norman
Neidell spoke at the March
luncheon.
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OKLAHOMA CITY
The Oklahoma City Chapter had

noon luncheon meetings in January,
February, and March. Our January
speaker was Kenneth V. Luza. Dr.
Luza is on the geological staff of the
Oklahoma Geological Survey in
Norman. He presented a very infor-
mative talk on “The Pitcher Mining
Field and its Many Challenges.” He
included the history of the Tri-State
Field (Oklahoma, Kansas, and
Missouri) and the environmental chal-
lenges that have ensued after the field
was closed. 

Stephen A. Sonnenberg, #2158, our
February speaker from the Colorado
School of Mines, Boulder Colorado,
spoke on “The Emerging Bakken
Resource Play in the Williston Basin.”
He gave us a brief history of the play
and production challenges. He
focused on the Elm Coulee area.

In March, David Newell from the
Kansas Geological Survey, Lawrence,
Kansas spoke on “Eastern Kansas

Coalbed Methane Gas Comes of Age.”
He detailed the production and pro-
duction history noting the coalbed
methane gas was beginning to offset
the declining production of the giant
Hugoton gas field of western Kansas.

Mike Pollok, #2512, our chapter sec-
retary, is the new chairman of the
Alumni Advisory Council for the
University of Oklahoma School of
Geology and Geophysics. Members

Dave Campbell, #1729, Mike Pollok,
#2512, Phil Withrow, #2236, and Tom
Rowland, #2729, were poster judges
during the spring student expo held at
the University of Oklahoma Geology
Department. Mike Pollok also taught a
course, “How to Become an
Independent.”

Mike Pollok has also presented ten
USGS maps to various schools in
Central Oklahoma. The goal is to
place fifty maps by the end of the year.

New officers for the chapter, who
will take office in the fall, will be
Kathy Gentry, #3090, membership
chairman, Harold Hanke, #1617, vice
chairman, and James Jackson, #2990,
will be the new chairman. Tom
Rowland will remain as public rela-
tions chairman and Mike Pollok will
remain secretary.

Tom RRowland
Chairman



Mike Pollok (right) and Tom Rowland 
presented a map to Cheyenne Middle
School in Edmond, Oklahoma in March.

DALLAS
The Dallas Chapter’s regular lunch

meeting was held January 20, 2009 at
the Dallas Petroleum Club. Dick
Stoneburner, executive vice president
and chief operating officer of
Petrohawk Energy Corporation pre-
sented a summary of his company’s
involvement, operational history and
current status in the Haynesville play,
with his topic “The Haynesville Shale:
A Look Back at the First Year.”
Petrohawk ramped up their activity in
the play very quickly during 2008. The
company spent $1.5 billion increasing
their leasehold position from 58,000 to
300,000 net acres over a five-month

period. Petrohawk drilled its first
Haynesville well in July 2008 and was
producing more than 100 Mcfd net
from ten completions by January 1,
2009. The company believes the play
represents a risked reserve potential
of 12 Tcf to its interest, and it plans to
spend as much as $700 million devel-
oping its acreage during 2009. New
members David Scull and Mark
Worthey were also introduced at the
January meeting.

Our February 17 lunch meeting was
also held at the Dallas Petroleum Club.
Our own Bill Kazmann, #1117, presi-
dent of LaRoche Petroleum Consul-
tants, Ltd. presented his topic, “Global
Warming – Science or Religion?”
While the theory which drives current
global warming politics is based on
the assumption that the earth is heat-
ing due to increases in anthropogenic
CO2, studies have shown that the
increase in CO2 in the atmosphere
actually trails temperature change by
400 to 500 years. That is, temperature
drives increases in atmospheric CO2
concentration, and not vice versa. It
seems that the primary culprit in glob-
al warming is – the sun.

As a member society of the Texas
Energy Council, our chapter’s March
meeting was incorporated into the
TEC’s 21st Annual Energy Sym-
posium, held on March 10 at SMU’s
Hughes-Trigg Center. Speakers in-
cluded Dr. William Fisher, #2110, of
the University of Texas; Texas Railroad
Commissioner Elizabeth Ames Jones;
and the lunch keynote speaker,
Christopher Guith, Vice President for
Policy at the U.S. Chamber of
Commerce’s Institute for 21st Century
Energy.

Mike TTaylor
Secretary



February luncheon speaker Bill Kazmann
(left) and Vice Chairman Doug Essler.

Dick Stoneburner of Petrohawk
Energy Corporation was guest 
speaker at the January luncheon.
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in our practice, relying instead on subsurface well samples,
geophysical logs, and surface-derived geophysical data,
we are still learning from the surface data indirectly,
through the facies models and structural interpretations
derived from surface studies. 

Let's summarize the ways in which Geosites (outcrops,
quarries, roadcuts, and areas of active geologic processes)
are key for geological science:
 Geosites provide windows into the Earth, places

where we can see in high vertical and horizontal detail
over some area. This geometry is not obtainable by either
well information (which give high vertical detail in a very
small area) or by geophysical techniques (which give low
vertical and horizontal detail over a large area).
 Geosites are essential for geoscience research.

Understanding key features of earth history derives from
these sites. These include the organization of sedimentary
features in time and space (sequence stratigraphy and
depositional systems), the organization of paleobiologic
activity into communities evolving through time; and the
understanding of tectonic and magmatic processes.
 Geosites are essential geoscience reference localities.

The main transitions in geologic time are keyed to specific
outcrops (GSSPs). Formations are defined by type sections
or areas. Unique rock types and processes are referenced
to the areas in which they were first described.
 Geosites have heritage value. Important advances in

our understanding of the Earth are frequently linked to
specific localities. Explaining the evolution of present-day
geoscience paradigms is best done at these localities.
 Geosites have teaching and educational value.

Teaching Earth science is nearly impossible without refer-
ence to Geosites. This is true all the way from kindergarten
through graduate school. We use them for collecting spec-
imens, photographing, measuring geologic parameters
and mapping. The general public is also educated at these
Geosites, for example, by interpretive pavilions and trails
in protected areas. 

Taken together, Geosites form a important sampling of
the Earth's geodiversity – defined as ‘the natural range of
geological, geomorphological and soil features, including their
assemblages, relationships, properties, interpretations and sys-
tems' (modified slightly from Gray, 2008a,b). Together they
may be called geoheritage, a name with some current sup-
port, including a journal from Springer.

How arHow are Geosites Endange Geosites Endangerered?ed?
Geosites are endangered features, especially in many

parts of the world with rapidly developing landscapes and
rapidly increasing populations. How are they endan-
gered?
 Geosites are subject to development. They may be

built over, covered up, or quarried out. Sometimes sites are
uncovered during development, and integrating these
new occurrences may require quick and knowledgeable
action.

 Geosites are subject to ‘beautification'. How many
roadcuts do you know that are now fields of grass? Some
agencies feel that geology is somehow ugly, or at least
high-maintenance. A sensible geologic advocacy might
help.
 Geosites may need some form of regulated access.

Many key sites are accessed at the whim of the landowner.
Highly important sites might be acquired, others might
need some form of access agreement.
 Geosites may suffer unregulated collection and

exploitation, or looting. Fossil and mineral localities in par-
ticular have problems. Security needs to be provided for
important places.
 Geosites may suffer natural decay and need ‘refresh-

ing' or maintenance. All outcrops are temporary, but there
are ways, in many cases, to keep them useful, either by
building physical protection or managing erosion.

Important Geosites have been recognized and given pro-
tection by governmental agencies at all levels, from the
Grand Canyon to the local dinosaur tracks. We have a
great record in preserving the big, world-class sites with
our National Parks and Monuments. Other sites are pro-
tected by state parks, county and regional parks, and even
city parks. Many of these sites were protected due to local
activism and the dedicated work of local geoscientists. But
many other sites remain endangered, including the less
glamorous but equally important fossil localities, stream
bluffs, quarry walls, and roadcuts. Even in protected lands,
Geosites may decay or be ignored, and need continued
attention. For all of these purposes, we need a Geological
Conservancy.

Mission ofMission of a Geological Consera Geological Conservvancancyy
The mission of a Geological Conservancy is to protect,

preserve, and assist in the interpretation of important geo-
logic features ("Geosites") at the Earth's surface, by the
mobilization of a membership base, donated funds, and
geoscience expertise (Figure 1).

A GGeological CConservancy CContinued
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Figure 1. Three key ingredients of a Geological Conservancy.

(Continued)



Protection – that is, keeping a Geosite legally secure from
threat of development or other loss, and regulate access –
may be accomplished by purchasing and reselling proper-
ties, assisting public sector entities in acquiring key tracts;
or may involve holding and operating sites; or may
involve cooperative agreements with existing landowners.

Preservation – that is, keeping a Geosite secure from nat-
ural decay or unregulated human use – requires expertise
and perspectives that are often beyond landowners and
public custodians. Geological preservation is distinct from
ecosystem preservation, and requires advocacy and a net-
work of experience that a Conservancy can provide.

Interpretation – how to use a Geosite for public educa-
tion and training – again requires geological perspectives
and expertise. Needs for education should be balanced
with the needs of preservation.

WhaWhat is a Consert is a Conservvancancy?y?
In present U.S. usage, a conservancy is a nonprofit mem-

bership-based organization, with 501(c)(3) charitable sta-
tus, formed to preserve and protect places that need pro-
tecting. Three successful versions of conservancies are the
National Trust for Historic Preservation, the Nature
Conservancy, and the Archaeological Conservancy (see a
later section). 

A conservancy keeps a revolving fund, constantly aug-
mented with financial donations, with which it can pur-
chase sites or landowner agreements. It may take dona-
tions for specific projects, and may take in-kind and land
contributions. It works with landowners to further its
causes, and works with public agencies that frequently
cannot move fast enough to acquire key properties for pro-
tection. The basic idea, highly compatible with American
thought, is that if you want to protect something, you
should pay for it.

A conservancy may keep and operate some of the sites it
purchases, either as undeveloped property or as sites for
public use and education.

A conservancy also keeps and nurtures a network of
experts in science and in conservation technology. This
network (including a few paid personnel and many more
contributors) can survey, identify and prioritize endan-
gered places, inventory their resources, and consider
needs for curation, preservation, and public entry. The
experts may help to define effective techniques for
resource conservation.

Note that a conservancy as defined here is NOT a gov-
ernment agency, nor is it supported by government grants
or contracts. The conservancy is a private organization
representing a perceived need, and can partner with pri-
vate or public agencies to advance its mission. A conser-
vancy tries to build constructive relationships with all par-
ties.

Special FSpecial Feaeaturtures ofes of a a 
Geological ConserGeological Conservvancancyy

Some of the activities of a Geological Conservancy will
complement or overlap those of other conservancies and
agencies, particularly those that preserve natural systems.
But some are quite distinct and may occasionally be at
cross-purposes, requiring negotiation and cooperation
between all the stakeholders.

In its most important role of establishing protection of
Geosites, a Geological Conservancy would be looking at a
variety of localities that are fairly small, including fossil
localities (invertebrate and vertebrate, including dinosaur
tracks), type sections and other outcrop-scale features.
Some might be part of larger entities -- one might not pre-
serve a whole quarry, but just a quarry face. There may
also be larger Geosites exhibiting active processes, though
these may not be the initial focus.

In Texas, a list of possible sites that might be considered
for protection includes:

 The Cretaceous-Tertiary boundary at the Brazos River; 
 Pilot Knob volcano, Upper Cretaceous, Austin (partially in

a State Park, but much may soon be developed; Figure 22); 
 Pipe Creek, a well-exposed and well-studied Glen Rose

(Lower Cretaceous) patch reef, and other exposed patch reefs; 
 Stone City outcrop (fossiliferous transgressive sands of the

Cook Mountain Formation) and Koppe Bridge (Yegua-Jackson
contact, marine sandstone and shale) outcrop on the Brazos River
at College Station; 
 Honeycut Bend, Pedernales River (middle Paleozoic carbon-

ates locally preserved); 
 Railroad cut at Mineral Wells (growth-faulting in

Pennsylvanian shelf deltas); 
 Dimension stone quarries at Cedar Park near Austin

(Edwards shelly packstone and grainstone shoals).

(Continued)
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Figure 2. Disrupted tuff and chalk on the flanks of Pilot Knob,
Austin, Texas. Much of the Pilot Knob area is subject to 
development. Protection of these sorts of sites is a key part 
of a Geological Conservancy's function.
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More could be added, and each geologist can probably
come up with his or her own list. We need to compare and
combine lists!

Geosites also require more than legal protection. Many
public sector parks, acquired for other purposes, need
their geological sites identified and preserved. One pro-
gram that could be of assistance (and does not require
large amounts of funding) is a ‘Geological Landmark
Program' to identify and mark sites of geological interest.
This would be similar to the National Register of Historic
Places, or National Engineering Landmarks, and other
similar programs. 

Preservation of exposure quality is a key issue for
Geosites. A Geological Conservancy might establish a pro-
gram for the preservation and enhancement of roadcuts,
to provide a geological advocacy for conserving these
unique manmade exposures instead of covering them up.
Streamside cuts liable to slumping can be conserved
through water management. Some sites need continual
(but managed) erosion to preserve their usefulness. Others
might be sheltered from the elements. Scientists associated
with the Geological Conservancy would need to be experts
in the various techniques of Geosite conservation.

Interpretation for public education is an important part
of Geosite conservation. There are very successful models
for integrated conservation and interpretation, most
notably the I-70 roadcut through the Dakota hogback west
of Denver. Needs for public access need to be weighed
against university training programs, and against research
needs.

Some possible preservation and interpretation issues on
already protected sites might include:

 Key roadcuts (maintenance, preservation, education):
Hoover Point (Cambrian trilobite-rich sandstone, faulting), the
highways in the Marathon area (Ouachita facies, structures;
Figure 33)
 Local/Regional Parks that could develop interpretation com-

ponents: Canyon Lake Gorge and nearby dinosaur tracks, Comal
and San Antonio Springs

Analogs and LessonsAnalogs and Lessons

IInntteerrnnaattiioonnaall
In the United Kingdom, the need to conserve Geosites

has been recognized for many years. A report in 1947 that
led to the establishment of the original UK Nature
Conservancy program stated: “Great Britain presents in a
small area an extremely wide range of geological phenomena…
The supply of a steady flow of trained geologists for industrial
work at home and overseas, requires that there shall be available
in this country a sufficient number of representative areas for
geological study.” (Huxley, 1947; quoted in Gray, 2008b).
Recast as the Geological Conservation Review in 1977, this
effort has since documented 3000 sites of geologic interest, 
and issued 45 volumes of site reports – an impressive out-
put by any standard. This group is now called the ‘Joint

Nature Conservation Commission,’ and is considered a
‘statutory conservation organization.’ Its results are fed
into land use decisions by all levels of government.

Other national governments have begun similar efforts,
including Ireland's Geological Heritage program. In many
cases these are linked to efforts to establish National Parks
and other conservation areas. 

As an international organization, UNESCO has estab-
lished a Global Geoparks Network (www.unesco.org/sci-
ence/earth/ and click on Geoparks). UNESCO also has a
prestigious landmarking program, the listing of World
Heritage Sites (which includes sites of all natural and
human heritage, not just geology).

Most, if not all, of the international efforts in heritage
conservation are government-led. The North American
tradition of private land ownership and private-sector
dominance lends itself to a private-sector model, the
Conservancy. Three conservancies are of particular inter-
est as partial analogs for a Geological Conservancy: the
National Trust for Historic Preservation, the Nature
Conservancy, and the Archaeological Conservancy.

NNaattiioonnaall TTrruusstt ffoorr HHiissttoorriicc PPrreesseerrvvaattiioonn 
((wwwwww..pprreesseerrvvaattiioonnnnaattiioonn..oorrgg)):: TThhee ffiirrsstt aannaalloogg

The National Trust was founded by Act of Congress in
1949, with a mission to ‘provide leadership, education, advoca-
cy, and resources to protect the irreplaceable places that tell
America's story.' It has grown since then to its present size:

 270,000 members
 $20MM raised in contributions; substantial foundation sup-

port also
 $71.5MM in revenue, assets of $275MM
 6 regional offices, 29 operated historic sites across the U.S.
 312 staff members

(Continued)
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Figure 3. Roadcut on US 90, east of Marathon, Texas. Steeply 
dipping sandstone and shale of the Tesnus Formation, with injection
features and internal deformation, Curation and interpretation of
roadcuts could be an important part of a Geological Conservancy's
function.
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 Extensive partnership programs
 A successful landmarking program (National Register of

Historic Places)
 Magazine: Preservation
 Offers travel tours

With their emphasis on historic homes and sites comes
also an important emphasis on authentic restoration and
period furnishings, and helping private owners of historic
structures in performing restoration activities.

TThhee NNaattuurree CCoonnsseerrvvaannccyy ((wwwwww..nnaattuurree..oorrgg)):: 
AA bbiigg aannaalloogg

The Nature Conservancy was founded in 1951, and is the
archetypal conservancy program, with a mission to ‘protect
ecologically important lands and waters for nature and people.' It
has grown impressively to become one of the principal
conservation organizations in the United States and
worldwide:

 1,000,000+ members
 $245MM raised in contributions; substantial foundation

support also
 $1,300MM in revenue, assets of $5,400MM
 $905MM spent in protection efforts
 720 staff scientists!
 800 transactions in 2007
 Helped protect over 840,000 acres in 2007
 Major program in inventorying ecosystems, identifying crit-

ical areas
 Magazine: Nature Conservancy
 Offers trips, lodge vacations, special events

In recent years, the Nature Conservancy has broadened
its reach to national and international ecosystem invento-
ry and preservation. They have also broadened their scope
into general conservation concerns such as global warm-
ing – in my view, getting somewhat away from their his-
toric emphasis on purchasing and preserving key sites. It is
of interest that the Nature Conservancy flourished in good
measure because of major donations from the oil and gas
industry – as the only conservation organization that was
working together with private enterprise in a positive
manner. 

TThhee AArrcchhaaeeoollooggiiccaall CCoonnsseerrvvaannccyy 
((wwwwww..aammeerriiccaannaarrcchhaaeeoollooggyy..ccoomm)):: AA cclloosseerr aannaalloogg

The Archaeological Conservancy was founded in 1980,
with a mission to acquire and preserve ‘the best of our
nation's remaining archaeological sites.' It has grown as well:
 23,000 members; $3.9MM raised in contributions
 $4.5MM in revenue, assets of $22.9MM
 ~12 employees (4 HQ, 5 regional, 3 for magazine)
 Acquired 355 sites in 39 states; 23 in 2007
 Magazine: American Archaeology
 Offers travel tours, lecture circuits

The nature of the archaeological resource has controlled
the Conservancy's pattern of growth. Most archaeological
sites are fairly compact, and most are unexcavated. So the
Conservancy has purchased sites and in general holds on
to them, preserving them for future research excavations.

The size and scope of the Archaeological Conservancy
are the most similar to what a Geological Conservancy
would look like. Geosites are mostly compact outcrop-
scale sites, which need curation. However, a Geological
Conservancy would probably need to develop a stronger
program in preservation technology and interpretation,
more similar to the other groups above.

WherWhere to ge to go fro from herom here?e?

This presentation, and the talk on which it was based, is
the initial foray into the idea of a Geological Conservancy.
First we need a general arousal of interest, then a reason-
able business plan developed and a board of advisors iden-
tified. This plan should be presented to geological organi-
zations, particularly AAPG, GSA and AGI, for their
endorsement. Then bylaws could be drafted and an initial
governing board established. A modest office possibly
shared with a geological society would be sufficient, and a
network of volunteer field representatives to identify pro-
jects would be elaborated.

The real question, though, is this: 
Would yyou ssupport aa ccapable ggroup wwith tthe mmission tto pprotect,

preserve, aand aassist iin tthe iinterpretation oof iimportant ggeologic
features aat tthe EEarth's ssurface? WWould yyou ggive $$100, $$1,000 oor
$10,000? WWould yyou ggive yyour ttime? 

Think about it, and let me know.
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intellectual property with other earth scientists is just
another bonus of our membership. Not only have I bene-
fitted from professional relationships, but also in building
new friendships. From going to our various BOD and
annual meetings, I have been able to develop friendships
with many of our members. Going to the SIPES Annual
Meeting has also become one of our favorite venues each
year.

The benefits of being a SIPES Member are obvious, but
the success of any organization takes a combined effort of
all those involved. As president I have had the benefit of
working with some truly fine board members. The work
and research that our national directors have put into their
various reports is truly amazing. I always enjoyed the con-

versations at board meetings, the round table discussions,
and, of course, the articles in the SIPES Quarterly. As inde-
pendents we seem to have the ability to get to the root of
the matter. Too bad we don't have SIPES Members in
Congress! This year has been a tough one for most of us,
and all of you who have volunteered for SIPES in a local or
national position, I heartily applaud you. I can't say
enough about the time and effort that you have all put
forth for our organization, and you have all done a great
job. I have truly enjoyed and cherished being your SIPES
President this year, and I wish each and every one of you
a healthy and productive year! Thanks again for the
opportunity to serve.

H. JJack NNaumann, JJr.
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 Shale Gas: Opportunities and Challenges 
for Independents
by Robert Cluff — 30 Minutes

 Geostatistics and Reserve Estimates
by Dennis Gleason — 30 Minutes

 Urban Drilling in the Barnett Shale
by Andree Griffin — 30 Minutes

 Chattanooga to Atlanta: The Significance 
of Geology on the Atlanta Campaign During 
the Civil War
by Stephen Henderson — 45 Minutes

 Wind Turbines on Our Land? 
A West Texas Family's Experience
by Russell Hensley — 30 Minutes

 Challenges of Urban Seismic
by Wayne Hoskins — 30 Minutes

 Low-Cost Prospecting and Logistical Planning 
with Remote Sensing Photogeology
by David Koger — 30 Minutes

 Produced Water Management and Unconventional 
Natural Gas Development
by Bruce Langhus — 30 Minutes

 Haynesville Shale Reveals its Secrets
by Phil Martin — 30 Minutes

 Oil and Gas Supply and Demand
by Richard Mason — 30 Minutes

 Send in the Clowns...Wait, They're Already Here!
by Dan Smith — 30 Minutes

 The Maturing of the Barnett Shale
by Jimmy Thomas — 30 Minutes

 The Uncertainty of Carbon Dioxide - Climate 
Driver or Climate Rider?
by Rick Turner — 30 Minutes

 Equity Funding, Oil & Gas Business Trends
by Tony Weber — 30 Minutes

 Delivering a Message to Garcia - Ethics at its Best
by Jeffrey Wendt — 1 Hour

NNeeww FF ii llmmss NNooww AAvvaa ii ll aabb llee  ff rroomm tthhee  SS IIPPEESS  FFoouunnddaatt iioonn FF ii llmm LL iibbrraarryyNNeeww FF ii llmmss NNooww AAvvaa ii ll aabb llee  ff rroomm tthhee  SS IIPPEESS  FFoouunnddaatt iioonn FF ii llmm LL iibbrraarryy
The following new titles from the 2009 SIPES Convention in Hilton Head 

are now available for sale or rent in DVD format:

A complete list of titles in the Foundation’s Film Library is available on the SIPES Membership Directory CD and 
on the SIPES website - http://www.sipes.org. All SIPES Foundation Video Library films are available for a two-week
rental with a $35 per film refundable deposit (or a credit card number) and a $10 per film postage and handling fee.
Rentals and deposits may be paid with a check or charged to VISA, MasterCard, American Express, or Discover
credit cards. You may order by telephone, fax or email through the SIPES office.

Rent 3 — Get 1 Free
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T H E  T H E  

S I P E S  F O U N D A T I O NS I P E S  F O U N D A T I O N

ANNOUNCES

EARTH SCIENCE SCHOLARSHIPS

Any Currently-Enrolled Upper-Division or Graduate Student,
Majoring in any field of Earth Science or Petroleum Engineering

With a GPA of 3.5 or Better, & U.S. Citizenship, is Eligible.

APPLICATIONS FOR THESE SCHOLARSHIPS ARE AVAILABLE
ONLINE AT— www.sipes.org

DUE DATE:          BEFORE July 15, 2009
AWARDS:          AFTER July 31, 2009

Investing in the Earth Sciences and the People Who Practice Them

4925 Greenville Avenue,  Suite 1106   Dallas, Texas  75206    TT: (214) 363-1780    FF: (214) 363-8195  E-mail: sipes@sipes.org

A w a r d s  f r o m  $ 1 , 0 0 0A w a r d s  f r o m  $ 1 , 0 0 0

Members,
Are You Available 

for Consulting Work?

If so, please send or update your SIPES

Referral System Form(s) by August 1, 2009. 

The Referral System books for Consulting Geologists, Engineers and Geophysicists will be 

reprinted in August for the Summer NAPE Expo and distributed at the SIPES Booth.

All three forms are available at www.sipes.org and can be completed online.

Please fax or mail completed forms to the SIPES office.
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2009-2010 SIPES CORNERSTONE GROUP2009-2010 SIPES CORNERSTONE GROUP
Many thanks to the members listed below 
for their continuing support of our society

 PPromoter  –  $2500romoter  –  $2500
H. Jack Naumann, Jr. — Midland, TX

 Oil  F inder  –  $1000Oi l  F inder  –  $1000
Wilbur C. Bradley — Wichita, KS
William C. Burkett — Midland, TX
Stewart Chuber — Schulenburg, TX
Arlen L. Edgar — Midland, TX
Scott G. Heape — Addison, TX
Marcus D. Maddox — Midland, TX
J. Phil Martin — Houston, TX
Michael A. Pollok — Purcell, OK
John E. Scherer — Midland, TX
Paul M. Strunk — Corpus Christi, TX

 Dri l ler  –  $600Dr i l le r  –  $600
Michael N. Austin — Broomfield, CO
William D. Bennett — San Antonio, TX
Donald C. Gifford — Dallas, TX
Patrick J.F. Gratton — Dallas, TX
Frank W. Harrison, Jr. — Lafayette, LA
Donald R. Hembre — Littleton, CO
Owen R. Hopkins — Corpus Christi, TX
Kenneth J. Huffman — Metairie, LA
Ralph O. Kehle — Durango, CO
Harry Ptasynski — Casper, WY
A. Scott Ritchie — Wichita, KS
Eugene R. Sidwell — Amarillo, TX
Gene Van Dyke — Houston, TX
Clifford A. Walker — Dallas, TX

 PProspector  –  $300rospector  –  $300
Craig F. Anderson — Houston, TX
Robert W. Anderson — Houston, TX
Thornton E. Anderson — Wichita, KS
James K. Applegate — Castle Rock, CO
James B. Bennett — Houston, TX
Arthur E. Berman — Sugar Land, TX
Raymond N. Blackhall — Spring, TX
Paul W. Britt — Houston, TX
Johnnie B. Brown — Midland, TX
Brian S. Calhoun — Corpus Christi, TX
Alfred T. Carleton, Jr. — Midland, TX
James S. Classen — Boise, ID
Rex D. Coppedge — Fairview, TX

Michael G. Cruson — Golden, CO
Ralph J. Daigle — Houston, TX
Edward K. David — Roswell, NM
William R. Dixon — Midland, TX
C. Walter Dobie — Lafayette, LA
Douglas A. Draves — San Antonio, TX
Duncan D. Dubroff — Houston, TX
Ralph C. Duchin — Tucson, AZ 
James P. Evans III — Franklin, LA
David A. Eyler — Midland, TX
Robert B. Ferguson — Lake Forest, CA
William R. Finley — Lafayette, LA
Dennis M. Gleason — Arlington, TX
William T. Goff III — Littleton, CO
David G. Griffin — Midland, TX
James H. Henderson — Dallas, TX
Albert R. Hensley — Rockwall, TX
Dudley J. Hughes — Flowood, MS
George S. Johnson — Amarillo, TX
Larry L. Jones — Houston, TX
Scott Laurent — Houston, TX
Robert C. Leibrock — Midland, TX
Peter MacKenzie — Worthington, OH
Christophe G. Mazzini — Dallas, TX
Marvin A. Munchrath — Lafayette, LA
Robert B. Owen — Corpus Christi, TX
Gary W. Palmer — San Antonio, TX
Arthur J. Pansze, Jr. — Arvada, CO
H. Rudy Parkison — Dallas, TX
Lloyd K. Parrish, Jr. — Wichita, KS
Hugh C. Pendery — Dallas, TX
Lee M. Petersen — Weatherford, TX
Edward B. Picou, Jr.— New Orleans, LA
John M. Rakowski — Florissant, CO
Julius M. Ridgway — Jackson, MS
James D. Robertson — Fort Worth, TX
Deborah K. Sacrey — Houston, TX
C. Randall Schott — Houston, TX
Jonathan B. Selby — Austin, TX
D. Craig Smith — Midland, TX
Daniel L. Smith — Houston, TX
Thomas J. Smith — Oklahoma City, OK
William M. Smith — Oklahoma City, OK
John F. Sulik — Corpus Christi, TX

C.G. Tyner — Houston, TX
M. Robin Vasicek — Midland, TX
Scott A. Wainwright — Metairie, LA
H. Vaughan Watkins, Jr. — Madison, MS
W. David Willig — Houston, TX

 Investor  –  $100Investor  –  $100
Donald I. Andrews — Metairie, LA
Michael P. Arden — Navasota, TX
Norman K. Barker — Midland, TX
Teresa H. Becker — Houston, TX
Raul F. Brito — Wichita, KS
Garnet W. Brock — Midland, TX
Wallace E. Brunson — Houston, TX
Robert D. Dougherty — Great Bend, KS
Marlan W. Downey — Dallas, TX
Gene Durkee — Fort Worth, TX
Michael N. Fein — Metairie, LA
Paul R. Fenemore — Irving, TX
Cliff J. Fontenot — Brenham, TX
John C. Goss — Houston, TX
Peter G. Gray — Lafayette, LA
Mark Gregg — Houston, TX
William R. Guffey — Dallas, TX
W. Kenneth Hall — Fort Worth, TX
Harold W. Hanke — Oklahoma City, OK
Marc H. Helsinger — Sugar Land, TX
Nolan Hirsch — Midland, TX
W. Ralph Holloway — Dallas, TX
J.D. Hughes — Austin, TX
Michael S. Johnson — Denver, CO
George R. Jones — Wichita, KS
William M. Kazmann — Richardson, TX
Thomas C. Klekamp — Mandeville, LA
William E. Laroche — Dallas, TX
Jack P. Martin — Lafayette, LA
Robert W. Maxwell, Jr. — Corpus Christi, TX
Louis J. Mazzullo — Golden, CO
Michael F. McKenzie — Lafayette, LA
Eric L. Michaelson — Midland, TX
Craig E. Moore — Houston, TX
Robert G. Murphy — Santa Rosa Beach, FL
James F. O’Connell — Amarillo, TX
Carl M. Padgett — Houston, TX

(Continued)



M. Davis Payne — Midland, TX
Sam H. Peppiatt — Houston, TX
Ronald W. Pritchett — Centennial, CO
John W. Raine III — Lafayette, LA
Steven R. Russell — Amarillo, TX
Wayland C. Savre — Houston, TX
Charles D. Schmidt — Valley Center, KS
John T. Schulz, Jr. — Portland, TX
Delmer L. Sloan — Midland, TX
William M. Smith — Houston, TX
Stephen A. Sonnenberg — Golden, CO
Marion E. Spitler — Carrollton, TX
M. R. Stipp — Midland, TX
James P. Talbot — Argyle, TX
Richard W. Thompson, Jr. — Plano, TX
James P. Walker — Oklahoma City, OK
William A. Walker — Austin, TX
Roy C. Walther — New Orleans, LA
William G. Watson — Midland, TX
I. Wayne Woolsey — Wichita, KS
John C. Worley — Rockport, TX

 Scout  –  $50Scout  –  $50
Cary N. Billingsley — Midland, TX
Richard C. Blackwell — Midland, TX
Foy W. Boyd, Jr. — Midland, TX
E. Bernard Brauer — Corpus Christi, TX
Herbert L. Brewer — Dallas, TX
David G. Campbell — Oklahoma City, OK
Gene A. Carter — Corpus Christi, TX
Hardtner L. Coon — Houston, TX
William L. Craig — Lafayette, LA
Kent A. Deutsch — Wichita, KS
Jacob D. Eisel — Boulder, CO
Toby Elster — Wichita, KS
Bruce W. Fields — Corpus Christi, TX
Leonard S. Fowler — Richardson, TX
William J. Furlong — New Orleans, LA
Clement E. George — Midland, TX
Eduardo Gonzales — Carrollton, TX
William F. Grauten — Midland, TX
David N. Grimes — Midland, TX

John C. Grunau — Shreveport, LA
Paul E. Habermas — Houston, TX
Stephen F. Hennigan — Lafayette, LA
Dick S. Horton — Edmond, OK
Charles R. Jones — Midland, TX
Thomas M. Kirby — FPO, AE
Steven R. Lockwood — Austin, TX
Jeffrey W. Lund — Houston, TX
William J. Malin — New Orleans, LA
Roger L. Martin — Wichita, KS
Wayne D. Miller — Midland, TX
W. George Nancarrow — Dallas, TX
Robert M. Owens — Houston, TX
Wes B. Perry, Jr. — Midland, TX
W. Mark Rush — Houston, TX
Roy G. Sharrock — Dallas, TX
Martin R. Shumway — Worthington, OH
Jeffry A. Smith — Midland, TX
Steven R. Trudeau — Dallas, TX
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William R. Finley, #2167, of Lafayette, Louisiana was
installed as president of SIPES for 2009-2010 at the recent
46th Annual Meeting in Hilton Head, South Carolina.

Marc D. Maddox, #2777, of Midland, Texas is the incom-
ing vice president.

Kenneth J. Huffman, #2936, of New Orleans, Louisiana
will serve as vice president of national energy.

J. Phil Martin, #2390, of Houston, Texas is the new 
secretary.

Bobby M. Greenwood, #2564, of Dallas, Texas is the
2009-2010 Treasurer.

New members of the SIPES Board of Directors are:
Donna F. Balin, #2606, of San Antonio, Texas.
Dennis M. Gleason, #2995, of Arlington, Texas.
Larry J. Rairden, #2924, of Houston, Texas.

Continuing their terms on the SIPES Board are:
J.R. “Dick” Cleveland, #2558, of Dallas, Texas.
Owen R. Hopkins, #2986, of Corpus Christi, Texas
H. Jack Naumann, #2420, of Midland, Texas.
Thomas J. Smith, #2244,  of Oklahoma City, Oklahoma.
Peter MacKenzie, #2991, of Worthington, Ohio contin-

ues as director at-large.

NN ee ww s o f  Members  o f  Member ss

William Finley Marc Maddox Ken Huffman

Phil Martin Bobby Greenwood

Donna Balin Dennis Gleason Larry Rairden

Owen Hopkins Tom Smith Pete MacKenzie
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I think that I have always been
"independent," and more than likely
became an independent the day I was
born. The real question is how I
became a geologist! From my earliest
memories, I was always out in the
creeks, bogs, fields or woods chasing
and catching assorted reptiles,
amphibians, mammals or fish. (My
mother was especially fond of the

snakes that I brought home.) I have always had a love of
nature and wild things from my early childhood and it is a
love that I still pursue. So, with my love of nature, when I
graduated in 1974 from high school in Midland, Texas, I
entered Texas Tech University where I majored in wildlife
biology. I had the idea that I would be out in the field all
day doing research work with the flora and fauna of the
world. Making a living and working with nature . . . what
could be better! In the middle of my second year, my advi-
sor told me that a biologist job had just opened up with the
Texas Parks and Wildlife (the first in like . . . 20 years), and
that the TPW was going to screen the top 1,000 Ph.D. can-
didates for the position. Hmm . . . the prospect of having
to acquire my Ph.D., and more than likely end up in a
teaching position somewhere, got me to thinking about
the viability of this endeavor. 

During this period of reflection, I happened to take a
physical geology class. Eureka!! Geology seemed to be one
of those subjects that felt right, and came naturally to my
brain (my wife claims it is due to my being abducted by
aliens). The thought of becoming a geologist, working out-
side looking for the vast secrets of what mother earth
could yield was too tempting. I promptly changed my
major to geology (the second best thing I have ever done)
and began going down a road that I have never regretted.
During my tenure at Texas Tech, I met my wife to be,
Melinda, (the best thing that I have ever done!!!). We were
madly in love and married while in school, and with both
of us having very creative minds, we created our first child
during this period. Odd as it may seem, being married and

having a child in college gave me a very unique focus on
getting my degree in an expedient manner. I got to work
and graduated from Tech in 1979 ready to go to work . . .
and work at that time was in the petroleum industry. 

From day one I had the goal of working to become "inde-
pendent" and some day work for myself. Having spent
most of my life in Midland, I also wanted to return to west
Texas. Melinda (now pregnant with our second child) and
I packed a U-Haul truck with all our hand me down
belongings and moved to Midland.

I wanted to expose myself to as much experience as I
could, and I figured to work for a large independent com-
pany, or a company that would give me that opportunity.
I initially acquired a position with Core Laboratories in
core analysis and worked for about six months. I then had
the opportunity to be offered a job as a geologist with
Border Exploration/Coastal Oil and Gas, which was
becoming deeply involved in what was termed in-house
as the "The Texas Overthrust." Exploration was focused in
the frontier areas of west Texas with the goal of hopefully
finding Tcf type gas reserves. This was a unique experience
which exposed me to surface field work, geochemical
studies, seismic surveys, and subsurface geology of the
area. My next stop was with Texas Oil and Gas. I worked
for several years at TXO mainly working the western side
of the Central Basin Platform and the Delaware Basin
regions. This was definitely a great place to learn, as at
TXO each geologist worked directly with a landman devel-
oping and putting deals together. I quickly learned what
made a viable prospect work and what did not. Within a
couple of years, I had drilled over twenty-five prospects
and my learning curve went up exponentially. From Texas
Oil and Gas, I took the next logical step at becoming inde-
pendent. I went to work for one! I left TXO with a landman
partner where we worked on a retainer basis for the John
H. Hendrix Corp. in Midland. Our main thrust was devel-
oping low-risk field extension or corner shot type
prospects. Unfortunately, during this period (1986), the
price of oil got somewhat on the low end of things and our
ability to get prospects drilled slowed considerably. End
result . . . our retainer was not renewed. It is here that I had
a lapse of sanity and reflected once again on my choice of
careers. At one stage I even pondered going back to school,
and over to "The Dark Side" (Law School). Times were def-
initely tough during this period, but I ended up forming a
company with an engineer and a landman. We worked for
approximately three years and had enough small success-
es to keep us alive. We promoted out and drilled several
low to moderate risk prospects that did produce, but at
$14.00 oil and $1.65 gas, times were lean.

In 1989, I took the solo plunge and went out totally on
my own and formed my current company, Naumann Oil

(Continued)

HoHo w I  Became an Independentw I  Became an Independent

by H. Jack Naumann, Jr., #2420, Naumann Oil and Gas, Inc. — Midland, Texas

H. Jack Naumann, Jr.
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and Gas, Inc. One of my first prospects was a San Andres
deal from a farm-out I had acquired from a major oil com-
pany. The deal had a 75% NRI and a 120-day continuous
drilling commitment. I promoted the deal on a 1/3 for 1/4
on the first well only and subsequent wells were heads up.
Now, San Andres wells (especially at $14.00/bbl) don't pay
out in 120 days. So I was drilling wells and making oil, but
for every one step I took forward, it seemed as if I was
going back two. This particular deal resulted in some of the
best advice I have ever had, and it came from one of my
investors (a long time Midland oilman). He told me to
hang in there, live simply, watch my expenses and acquire
as much exposure as I could, and things would eventually
work out.

How right he was. I have lived by that advice ever since
and it has held true. Since that period, I have mainly
drilled my own prospects concentrating in west Texas and

southeast New Mexico. I have also drilled and produced in
the Eastern Shelf and Panhandle regions of Texas and in
the Williston Basin of North Dakota. I have had some suc-
cessful wells that got me "over the hump" and of course
some disasters along the road. But I have never regretted
the path I chose to go down. Being an independent has
given me a very unique life. I am never bored and I am
constantly stimulated, but mainly I have had the opportu-
nity to work in the best of industries with the best of peo-
ple and I consider myself to be one of the most fortunate
individuals on earth.

How did you become an independent? Send your 1-2 page
account to the SIPES Office in Dallas, or by email to
sipes@sipes.org. All stories will be included on a CD that will be
published by the SIPES Foundation.
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$2000 - $2999
SIPES Houston Chapter

In memory of Paul H. Carter, Jr., 
Robert H. Forde & Joseph G. Putnam III

Scholarship Endowment Fund


$1000 - $1999
Craig W. Adams

Scholarship Endowment Fund

James K. Anderson
In memory of Charles E. Trowbridge,

Joe H. Warren, Jr. & E. Lee Mills

Thornton E. Anderson
Marshall C. Crouch III

Donald R. Hembre
J. Phil Martin, Jr.

Scholarship Endowment Fund
In honor of Jack P. Martin, Sr.



$800 - $899
Edgar B. Krider

In memory of Warren E. Tomlinson


$600 - $699
Earl E. Gaertner

In memory of Barney C. McCasland, Jr.
In honor of John E. Scherer 

& Robert D. Cowdery


$500 - $599
Michael N. Austin

Wilbur & Nancy Bradley
William C. Burkett

Scholarship Endowment Fund
In memory of Jerry A. Cooper

Stewart Chuber
In memory of Earl E. Fry 

& Jack G. Elam

Thomas E. Ewing
In memory of Linda A Ewing

David A. Eyler
In memory of Donald G. Becker

Louis M. Ford
Scholarship Endowment Fund

James A. Gibbs
Dennis M. Gleason

Scholarship Endowment Fund

Owen R. Hopkins
Robert C. Leibrock

Edward A. McCullough Endowed Fund

Lee M. Petersen
In memory of Charles E. Mear

David M. Pulling
A. Scott Ritchie
John E. Scherer

In memory of E. Lee Mills & 
David H. Rathjen

In honor of Robert D. Cowdery,
Earl E. Gaertner & Diane M. Finstrom

John D. Sistrunk, Jr.
Scholarship Endowment Fund

In memory of Ronald R. Sistrunk

Thomas A. Smith 
Helen St. Martin

Scholarship Endowment Fund
In memory of Bevian C. St. Martin



$400 - $499
Julius M. Ridgway

In honor of Dudley J. Hughes


$300 - $399
Raymond N. Blackhall

James M. Grubb
In memory of Joseph G. Putnam III,

Henry L. Cullins, Jr. & 
Paul H. Carter, Jr.

Stephen R. Robichaud
Paul M. Strunk
George R. White



$200 - $299
Michael P. Arden

Scholarship Endowment Fund

Avinash C. Ahuja
James B. Bennett

Marvolene Speed Bennett 
& Carleton D. Speed, Jr. Fund
In honor of Robert D. Cowdery 

& Lloyd K. Parrish, Jr.

Louis C. Bortz
Paul W. Britt

Bill D. Broughton
In memory of Ed Kerr

Lanny O. Butner
Lawrence H. Davis
Robert B. Ferguson
Richard A. Freidline

Edward A. McCullough Endowed Fund

Peter MacKenzie
Marcus D. Maddox
In memory of Dick Grice

Robert J. Moffatt, Jr.

James F. O’Connell
Lewis M. O’Neal

Edward A. McCullough Endowed Fund

H. Rudy Parkison
Lloyd K. Parrish, Jr.
Ronald W. Pritchett

In memory of Philip J. McKenna

Larry J. Rairden
Stephen A. Sonnenberg
In honor of Frank Sonnenberg

Marion E. Spitler
In memory of Robert G. Terrell, 

George F. Willis, George L. Scott, Jr., 
Grover E. Smith, Bernold M. Hanson

& James A. Savage

M. R. Stipp
William F. Von Drehle

James P. Walker
In memory of M. H. Vaughn

Robert M. Wynne, Jr.


$100 - $199
John T. Abney

Joseph B. Ambrister*
In memory of John W. Calder

Eugene L. Ames, Jr.
Arden A. Anderson
Donald I. Andrews

William C. Bahlburg
Phillip R. Becker
Teresa H. Becker
Orville R. Berg
Foy W. Boyd, Jr.
Ross E. Brannian
Glenn S. Brant

Alfred T. Carleton, Jr.
James W. Caylor

Robert A. Cooksey
Rex D. Coppedge

Scholarship Endowment Fund

Graham R. Curtis
Ralph J. Daigle
C. Walter Dobie
M. R. Douglass

In memory of All deceased Members

Marlan W. Downey
In memory of Thomas Mairs

Duncan D. Dubroff
Ralph C. Duchin

In memory of Robert A. Anderson

Michael N. Fein
In memory of Kees De Jong

William R. Finley
Cliff J. Fontenot

Eduardo Gonzales

Patrick J.F. Gratton
Stephen C. Collins Memorial Fund

In honor of Peter R. Rose

Peter G. Gray
In memory of Robert A. Anderson

Mark E. Gregg
David G. Griffin
Jack S. Griggs

Scholarship Endowment Fund

Robert T. Halpin
Dean C. Hamilton
Harold W. Hanke
Scott G. Heape

Edward W. Heath
In memory of Thomas Mairs

Marc H. Helsinger
Dick S. Horton

J.D. Hughes
J. Richard Hunt
Jim Bob Jackson
Alfred James III
George R. Jones
Pete J. Klentos

Charles J. Kosarek
In memory of Linda A. Ewing

In honor of Robert B. Robinson

Henry C. Libby
In memory of Frank D. Kozak

Richard R. Lindsly
In memory of Robert G. Terrell

Donald J. Malone
Jack P. Martin
H. E. Mathy

Scholarship Endowment Fund

Robert W. Maxwell, Jr.
Sally J. Meader-Roberts

Michael S. Morris
Robert G. Murphy

In memory of Robert W. Sabate’

W. George Nancarrow
Charles A. O’Niell III

Robert B. Owen
In memory of  Ralf E. Andrews

Matthew J. Parsley
J. Durwood Pate

In memory of Harry G. Hadler

H. W. Peace II
Edward B. Picou, Jr.
John M. Rakowski
Dwight S. Ramsay

In memory of Robert A. Anderson

Christopher P. Renaud
In memory of Charles B. Renaud

James D. Robertson
(Continued)
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Foundation DDonors CContinued

The SIPES Foundation gratefully accepts all donations and acknowledges these contributions with a letter. 
Due to limited space in the newsletter, we are unable to list gifts under $26.

AIPN is a not-for-profit professional association of 2,250 members from more than 80
countries, representing students through seasoned negotiators, IOC’s and NOC’s, dedicated
to the education of its members and the development of transparent, fair and balanced Model
Contracts and Guidance Notes, including:

Education - Annual and Semi-Annual

Model Contracts - Free for Members
Confidentiality Agreement
Gas Sales Agreement
JOA and Accounting Procedure
Services Agreement

Short Courses
Negotiation Skills Workshop
Model Contracts Workshop

Valuation/Evaluation Workshop
Core Course on International Law
One-Day Educational Seminars

Study and Bid Group Agreement
Unitization and Operating Agreement
Gas Transportation Agreement
LNG Sales Agreement

www.aipn.org
Association of International Petroleum Negotiators

For enquiries, e-mail members@aipn.org

Steven R. Russell
In memory of Franklin W. Daugherty

Wayland C. Savre
C. Randall Schott
C. Ray Scurlock
Roy G. Sharrock
Robert C. Shoup
Eugene R. Sidwell
D. Craig Smith
Daniel L. Smith

Joe H. Smith
William M. Smith

Scholarship Endowment Fund

James P. Talbot
George W. Todd

C. G. Tyner
Scholarship Endowment Fund

George B. Vockroth
John R. von Netzer

Roger L. Walker
H. Vaughan Watkins, Jr.

William G. Watson
In memory of Robert N. Watson

Charles Weiner
W. David Willig

Scholarship Endowment Fund

John C. Worley
Scholarship Endowment Fund
In honor of Robert B. Owen

George D. Zimmerman
Scholarship Endowment Fund
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Richard C. Blackwell

Scholarship Endowment Fund

E. Bernard Brauer
Raul F. Brito

In memory of J. Theodore Sandberg

Johnnie B. Brown
Jack C. Cartwright

In memory of Lorin J. Rulla

Arlen L. Edgar
In memory of Leta Denny 

& Lorin J. Rulla

Bruce W. Fields
David N. Grimes
David R. Grogan
William S. Grubb
Paul E. Habermas

Henry R. Hamman
Floyd E. Heard

In memory of Betty Heard

Van Howbert
In memory of David H. Rathjen

C. M. Jacobs
John E. Kimberly
John C. Kinard

Arch J. Lair
William E. Laroche
Eugene J. Lipstate
Robert W. Luker
Henry C. Magee

Patrick H. McKinney
Eric L. Michaelson

Wayne D. Miller
Frederick A. Overly
E. Gordon Reigle

Richard D. Rinehart
Scholarship Endowment Fund

W. Mark Rush
Valary L. Schulz

Jonathan B. Selby
Jeffry A. Smith

In honor of Joe C. Neal

June N. Smith
In honor of C. W. Smith

Thomas J. Smith

Lawrence W. Staub
In memory of Charles Staub

Joseph D. Stewart
Tony R. Stuart

Scholarship Endowment Fund

Raymond M. Timpanelli
Scott A. Wainwright

Roy C. Walther
Robert W. Waring

Gary M. Weir
Bonnie R. Weise

William P. Wilbert
I. Wayne Woolsey

In memory of Wayne E. Gordon 
& George F. Willis



$26 - $49
Hardtner L. Coon

Steve H. Hill
Wes B. Perry, Jr.

Edward A. McCullough Endowed Fund


* Deceased
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SIPES Vision StatementSIPES Vision Statement

To be the pre-eminent organization for furthering
the professional and business interests

of independent practitioners of the earth sciences.
In achieving this vision, emphasis will be placed on

(1) professional competence,
(2) professional business ethics, and
(3) presenting a favorable, credible
and effective image of the Society.

Adopted by the SIPES Board of Directors
September 21, 1996
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